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1000 citizens
During one month

800 of them have some medical concerns

329 will meet a medical professional, e.g. nurse

Laboratory /other tests
General practitioner
Laboratory /other tests
Specialist

EHR

HEALTHCARE MODEL IN 2020

- 1000 citizens
  During one month
- 800 of them have some medical concerns

Symptom checker
Data extraction
Data analytics
Decision making
Advice and recommendation

- Nurse
- General practitioner
- Specialist
- Laboratory
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640

Self-care

PHR

Health account

During one month, 800 out of 1000 citizens report some medical concerns. An AI system processes data from symptom checkers, data extraction, data analytics, decision making, and advice and recommendation. This system interacts with various healthcare professionals including nurses, general practitioners, specialists, and laboratories. The collected data is stored in an EHR and a health account. PHR (Personal Health Record) and self-care options are also integrated into the model.
VISION OF HEALTH 3.0

- Medical services
- Disease episode information
- EHR Sickness data
- PHR Health and wellness
- Health data
- Devices
- Services
- Genomic data

- AI Services for the person
- My Data
- MY HEALTH Health Account
- IHAN

- IHAN-International health account number
HEALTHCARE MODEL 2030

- Empowering citizens
- Decision Support / AI
- Personal health account
- Home based
- Mobile
- Point of care devices
CONTACT INFORMATION

GET IN CONTACT FOR FURTHER COOPERATION

Key-note presentations
Company and government consultations
Business proposals
Round tables and discussion groups

“Accelerating innovation saves healthcare”

GSM: +372 510 91 43
Skype: kiitsidam

E-mail: madis.tiik@eesti.ee
LinkedIn: madistiik

Web: www.madistiik.com